Overheard in the
Studio
Selections from oral interviews conducted by
John-Duane Kingsley (Scholar) alongside the illustrations of
Amy Forsyth (visual documentarian).
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One of the most rewarding experiences of the Windgate ITE residency was
being in the studio with artisans immersed in the frenetic energy of their
craft. As documentary observers, both Amy Forsyth and I had the flexibility
to move between rooms and work stations to capture the inspirations and
interactions of the artists’ creative process in real time. At the close of my
week’s stay, I recorded fifteen-minute conversations with each artist. These
conversations provided a break for them to reflect on their studio experience
and contextualize their work at the halfway point of the residency. Through
combining selected quotes from these interviews with Amy’s illustrations,
my goal was to bring the context of the studio experience into the gallery
space to further enliven the works displayed. I am tremendously grateful to
Per, Hartmut, Jacob, Josh, Heide, Ellie, and Amy for sharing their finite
studio time with me to facilitate this project.
John-Duane Kingsley
Scholar

“I really like the idea that something has a real liveliness if you're kind of inventing it
on the spot. And I'm trying to do that with my drawing, I'm trying to do that with my
furniture, I'm trying to do that with my music. It really, to me, captures the essence
of being alive at that moment and that's kind of what I'm looking for.”
— Amy Forsyth

“I think Hartmut looked at things that each person
has made and is riffing on it. I showed him the
award that I made for Craig Nutt for the Furniture
Society. In a sense it was almost like a trumpet.
Then he made this amazing sousaphone-like
construction. Not only that, but he also painted it,
and I've never seen his work using color before.
But Josh is right across the way putting all kinds of
milk paint and colors and layers. Plus he's using
Ellie's palette, which is multiple, multiple colors.”
— Amy Forsyth

“Both Josh and Per are doing very different things with
steam bending! Per is making these beautiful jigs to
bend things around to kind of create the same motion
multiple times, whereas Josh is kind of free form
bending. His is more about kind of attaching the
parts.”
— Amy Forsyth

“Its interesting is to watch the complete
opposites, like Heide and Ellie. Heide is very
measured and very precise. Ellie does amazing
things too but in a completely opposite way,
she's using every color in the rainbow, she's
using every material. I think in the blog I said
that she was like a madcap explorer and then
Heide had a more scientific approach. I think
they are influencing each other at the same
time.”
— Amy Forsyth

“As I was learning technique, my whole world
was looking at tools, studying them, studying
the manipulation of the specific material.
That was my world and that became my
language. That learning, that work, soon
traversed into a land of play where the tools
became the toys, the material was this
expressive medium.”
— Ellie Richards

“I think one facet to my practice is collecting,
categorizing, archiving, found objects in material. For
instance, these materials I have brought with me:
found rope fragments, plastic hangers, different types
of papers and magazines... they're all things that have
sort of a color scheme I'm really into and want to
enliven somehow or create into something new.”
— Ellie Richards describes how collecting influences

her creative process, which Amy documented in her
drawing.

“It’s named a bretstuhl and
it’s basically plank chair. Right
now I'm making a very bythe-book version and I see it
as a canvas. I’m making it out
of a really blank wood, very
plain non-figured wood. I'm
thinking that there is an
opportunity to just have this
particular chair form be a
canvas for a lot of the visual
information and material
explorations I’ve been
consuming.”
— Ellie Richards

“I am following my gut, and art
making for me has always been
about leading with instinct and
thoughtfully creating plans from
that place. So I've been
challenged by my residency
mates to kind of flip the order of
that a little bit. That's something
that I'm really grateful for. Like
flipping the order of work and
play, or rethinking how to stack
those moments.”
— Ellie Richards discusses her

balance between work and play.
One of the ways she explored
play was through experimenting
with forms like wooden chain
links shown in Amy’s drawing.

John Kingsley: It's impressive to me that you can wield a chainsaw
and also create such delicate pieces for the diaries in wood. Which
scale do you prefer to work in?
Hartmut Rademann: It's a little bit philosophic. I'm fascinated by
miniatures and things I am barely able to see. But at the same time, I
am interested in macro items and the space they take up. If you look
at things microscopically, you'll find the same structures that you see
in the universe. If you look in a microscope at a piece of wood, you
find similar structures.

“Having grown up in eastern Germany
while it was still bordered and separated
from West Germany. You can imagine it
being like an enclosed room, really apart
from the outside world. When that changed
after the unification, it was like a window
was opening. There is a sentiment and a
feeling similar to that coming to the United
States, coming to Philadelphia, that
another window is opening. All of the
places we've visited created a tremendous
and grand impression that I want to carry
home.”
— Hartmut Rademann describing the

impact of residency fieldtrips like the
fieldtrip to Washington, DC, illustrated by
Amy Forsyth.

“I'd like to think the pieces I make
are pretty jaunty, a little quirky, kind
of asymmetrical. I like to think about
balance in my work, even if it's a
pretty solid form. So playing with
how an object sort of interacts with
the floor, or the ground, or a table.”
— Joshua Enck

“I think there's a way to use
geometry and math and things
like that to make really rigid, cold
forms. And so my goal in using
that design language of triangles,
or polygons, things like that, is to
have them come to life. Even
though they feel like they could be
machine made, they're always
made by hand, and that's the fun
for me. “
— Joshua Enck

“I just was sensing that everyone is kind of buckling down and starting to work towards the projects. But also,
there was a lot of experimentation that's happening. I really like that I don't know what's happening with
everyone. People have a lot of things going right now and I feel like it's a really exciting feeling in the studio.”
— Joshua Enck

“Part of what I was doing here was exploring
different materials. I want to get to a point where
I can introduce a little bit of wildness or
randomness in the natural material within the
framework of the design. I think allowing the
natural material to work that way helps bring the
handmade feel into pieces that can otherwise feel
standardized or machined.”
— Heide Martin describing her material

experimentation captured in Amy Forsyth’s
drawing of Tampico, cane, wicker, and sweet
grass that Heide references.

“There's also this atmosphere where many
people are taking risks or stepping outside of
their normal zone, their comfort zone. Turning
brass was something that I've always been
curious about, but kind of intimidated by, and
thought I wouldn't do that unless somebody
that was experienced showed me how to do it,
and not just like trial and error, which is how I
approached it. But it was rewarding and I'm
happy with the results I got.”
— Heide Martin used the form of door knobs to

experiment across multiple mediums. Here Amy
captured the different materials Heide used for
door knobs: hazelnut, denim, soapstone, and
wicker.

“So I brought a large amount of
turmeric with me, and made a vat,
and was just sort of experimenting
with dyeing different things. I
think I've struggled a little bit
more to figure out the best way to
use it in this body of work,
because I started looking at these
cabinets as a family, as a series
rather than as individual units,
which was how I had originally
planned to approach it. But so
many of them were speaking to
each other and harmonizing that
I've had a hard time bringing the
turmeric back in, but I think I
found a way.”
— Heide Martin’s experimentations

with turmeric were captured by
Amy’s drawing; they are seen in
the Philadelphia Cabinet Series.

“I have been a fan of baseball for a long time,
but not so much as a game to obsess over the
players or anything. I'm obsessed with the
material and the means of how it exists, then
how it interacts with the surrounding
neighborhoods and communities. I started
making art about it because I liked it and I
thought it was a perfect storm of culture and
materiality and this spectacle scene, or
groomed theater of material. That's my
obsession.”
— Jacob Zimmerman

“In the last probably six years,
I've made a lot of light, dull,
brown, concrete, grey looking
work for that reason. There's a
reason why there's nostalgia in a
rusty or rustic look for furniture,
or furniture refurb, or reclaimed
pieces. That entire business is
run on nostalgia, as is baseball.”
— Jacob Zimmerman

“I've worked in
environments, where there
has been almost no common
spoken language. But there
has been the wood and the
woodworking language
which has made the
collaborations possible and
also very successful. So, for
me, I think, I experience the
same thing here.”
— Per Brandstedt

“Well, you have to learn the
limitations. All processes have
limitations. I started out just
steaming up and bending
things and everything was
breaking. I was past that point
of where things were possible
to bend.”
— Per’s description of figuring

out steam bending is
juxtaposed with Amy’s
illustrations of his
experimentation with steambent dowels and the jigs used
to bend them.

